Insurance and Permits
The safety of performers, the audience and the venue are upheld as the highest priority.
Each performance is fully insured through Speciality Insurance Agency. Tammy Firefly
and her stage hands ensure that rigorous safety standards are upheld for every
performance.
Fire performance pieces are accompanied by a fire safety expert who oversees each
act. Each fire performance booking through Tammy Firefly includes the presence of
qualified fire safety personnel.

Fuel Requirements
For interstate and international shows agent or client must source and provide one of
the following.
Please arrange fuel well in advance of performance as alternate fuels may require show
modification.
First preferences (in order of preference)
From Camping or hardware stores - Colemans gas
From SHELL - Shellsol T or Shellsol TK or Shellsol TD
From EXXON - Isopar M, Isopar G

ABSOLUTELY NO KEROSENE, DIESEL, PETROL OR CITRONELLA

Space
The below dimensions are optimum spaces for fire shows.
We have worked in many challenging spaces in the past and are generally able to adapt
to available space. Please advice on any space restrictions when booking.
Solo show: Width: 10ft Depth: 10ft Height: 10ft
Duo show: Width: 13ft Depth: 13ft Height: 13ft
Trio show: Width: 20ft Depth: 20ft Height: 15ft

4 person show: Width: 25ft Depth: 25ft Height: 17ft
We require a reasonable backstage area suitable for costuming, makeup and
equipment preparation.
Please advice of the stage surface when booking. If surface is smooth rolled out
carpeting is preferred if available.
If any environment is judged to be unsafe or spacing specifications provided are
incorrect we reserve the right to modify or cancel the show. In these instances a full fee
will be charged.

Lighting
Please restrict any lighting to a soft wash in low level hues such as dark blue and
purple, dark red or UV. Please avoid any orange, yellow or white lighting or backdrops.

Sound
For choreographed shows we require a powerful sound system and monitors as the
artist's need to hear the musical cues above the roar of the flames. Performances can
easily be adapted to events with live musicians.

Dressing room and Amenities
One large, well ventilated dressing room with mirrors, running water and chairs required
as close as possible and with clear access to working areas. Bottled water and healthy
snacks also required.

Recording devices
Advise upon booking if the event will be filmed. Permission for video and photography of
the performance will in most cases be happily given upon the agreement that unedited
copies of all footage and photos featuring the artistes will be delivered to Tammy FireFly
within 30 days of the performance.

Material Requirements
For interstate and international shows fuel, flights, accommodation and transport will be
provided by booking agent.
For additional information regarding technical specifications and fire safety details,
please send your email inquiry to Info@tammyfirefly.com.

